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Standardized Data Analysis Workflow 
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Overview 

The purpose of this guide is to provide a standardized protocol for analyzing your sequence data 
to the end result of allele-sharing values among all individuals in your analysis.  

We provide information on a) best practices to store your sequence data, b) computing options 
for running these analyses, c) Stacks protocol using a provided wrapper code, d) an alternative 
manual Stacks protocol using provided template codes, e) filtering and formatting for the 
genotype data, and f) an allele-sharing program and protocol that calculates allele-sharing 
coefficients and supplemental information. 
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You Have Your Sequence Data – Now What? 
 
 
Download your data and save onto multiple places (this might take a while – the files are large!): 
 

a. Hard drive* (multiple may not be a bad idea) 
b. Cloud services 
c. Local computer 

 
 
You will next need to figure out how are you going to run the following data analyses (local 
computer vs computer cluster)?  
 
Often times, computers are unable to handle the size of the genomic data in terms of space and 
computing power, and you may need to use a computer cluster. If your institution has access to 
one or can get access to one via a cloud service (For example: Amazon Cloud Services), we 
recommend you use those services as they will dramatically cut down on computing time.  
 
Though we can provide some general recommendations and guidelines (below), computer 
clusters can vary in terms of access, use of a terminal, language for submitting jobs, etc. and we 
highly recommend talking to the cluster provider for more information and guidance for aid.  
 
Some general recommendations/helpful tips: 
 

1. Use a Secure File Transfer Program (SFTP) such as Cyberduck (Mac) or PuTTy (PC) to 
move files, rename files/folders, etc. between your local computer and the cluster and 
within the cluster.  

2. We do recommend use of a Mac if possible as the text edit programs are inherently unix-
based and will prevent downstream formatting errors in your files.  

a. If you do use a PC, make sure to use a text edit program either on the cluster 
(such as Nano) or on your local disk that you can ensure will be unix-friendly.  

3. Make sure to have a notebook and record all your steps along the way (similar to the way 
you would keep a lab notebook).  

4. Make sure you back up your data, analyses files, etc. as you analyze.  
 
 
 
Once you have your sequence data backed up and in the location for your analyses, 
continue with: 

Running Stacks with our wrapper code on page 5 
Running Stacks manually on page 6 
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Running Stacks using Our Wrapper Code 
 

What Stacks does: Stacks is a software pipeline for identifying SNPs, building loci from short-
read sequencing, such as RAD sequencing, and calling genotypes for the purpose of population 
genomics. This pipeline will take your raw genomics sequences and output datasets consisting of 
SNP genotypes for each individual.  
 
In this pipeline, you will need to optimize parameters in order to obtain as many informative 
genetic markers as possible, including the following parameters: 
 

• m = minimum stack depth (default =3) 
• M = max distance between stacks (default = 2) 
• n = number mismatches allowed between loci and catalog (default = 1) 
• r = min % of individuals (per pop) at which a locus must be present  

 
To keep track of the meta-data associated with this optimization and eventually choose your 
optimal parameter settings, we recommend setting up an Excel workbook (hereafter metadata 
database) as follows. We also provide a template Excel workbook in the associated files.  
 

 
 
 
Our wrapper code (attached) runs through the Stacks bioinformatic pipeline for you and 
provides the necessary output files. You will need to go through the output files and record the 
metadata to choose the optimized parameter settings regardless. 
 
NOTE: You may not be able to use the wrapper code with your computer or computing cluster. 
If you cannot or choose not to use the wrapper for another reason, see the next section: “Running 
Stacks Manually” on page 6.  
 
 

Once you have run the wrapper code, go to page 18 on for the next section: “Choosing 
Your Optimal Parameters” 
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Running Stacks Manually (Stacks version 2.0) 
 

If for whatever reason you cannot or choose not use the Stacks wrapper code (above), you can 
run Stacks manually. The following section is to guide you how to run the program step-by-step 
to mimic the wrapper for double digest RAD (ddRAD) sequencing.  
 

We provide all the sample code as text documents which you can modify for your project. 
 

Please reference the Stacks manual for more help: http://catchenlab.life.illinois.edu/stacks/manual/ 
 
And/or the Stacks online forum for questions: https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/stacks-users 
 
 
What Stacks does: Stacks is a software pipeline for identifying SNPs, building loci from short-
read sequencing, such as RAD sequencing, and calling genotypes for the purpose of population 
genomics. This pipeline will take your raw genomics sequences and output datasets consisting of 
SNP genotypes for each individual.  
 
In this pipeline, you will need to optimize parameters in order to obtain as many informative 
genetic markers as possible, including the following parameters: 
 

• m = minimum stack depth (default =3) 
• M = max distance between stacks (default = 2) 
• n = number mismatches allowed between loci and catalog (default = 1) 
• r = min % of individuals (per pop) at which a locus must be present  

 
To keep track of the meta-data associated with this optimization and eventually choose your 
optimal parameter settings, we recommend setting up an Excel workbook (hereafter meta-data 
database) as follows. We also provide a template Excel workbook in the associated files.  
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Running Stacks Manually Protocol (Version 2.0) 
 

1. Process Radtags: This process separates and sorts out your individuals’ sequence data 
(called demultiplexing) and cleans and filters the data.  

 
To demultiplex or not?  
 
Without demultiplex: If your raw sequences are already sorted by individual (some genomics 
facilities will do this for you) – you still need to clean and filter your data so don’t skip this step!  
 

 
 
With demultiplex: If your raw sequence files come in 1-2 large zipped files then you will need 
to sort them by individual. You will need a barcode file - a text file that has the specific barcodes 
for each individual. The genomics facility should provide you with this information. 
 

 
 
The output of this program will be put into the folder named “cleaned” with 4 output files for 
each individual.  

 
 
 

Are you running with reference genome or without? 
With a reference genome: Go to page 15 to continue. 

Without a reference genome: Continue with the De-novo pipeline below 
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De-Novo Pipeline 
 

2.  ustacks: this step creates stacks of SNPs found in the sequences that you will then filter 
through and choose the best ones in later steps in this pipeline.  
You will need to make a population map (a text file that shows what population each individual 
is in). For most captive populations, all individuals are managed as a single population so all 
individuals will have the same population name (here, “Zoo”).  
 
Example population map (in a text file): 

 
 
 
 
 

 
You will be optimizing parameters m and M in this step by running the following combinations 
in ustacks.  

m M 
1 2 
2 2 
3 2 
3 1 
3 3 

 
NOTE: You will have extra m = 3, M = 2 rows in your metadata database. You will need those 
extra rows in a later step. For this step, enter the same information for all rows.  
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You will need to modify the example code with your directory file (for each combination you are 
running (m1M2, m3M2, etc.), your population map file name, and update the -m and -M values 
to match the combination you are running.  
 
The output files (3 per individual) will be automatically put into the directory file you assigned.  
There will also be a log file created that includes information on the coverage and number of 
reads for each individual: 
 

 
 
Copy this information into an Excel file, so that you have mean coverage (mean=) and number of 
reads (n_reads =  [without the percentage]) in a separate sheet in your metadata Excel file, as 
follows. You will need to do this for each m and M combination. 
 

 
 

You will also need to summarize the coverage for each parameter (average) into your metadata 
database.  
 
For each parameter combination (e.g., m = 2, M = 2), using the Excel function =AVERAGE: 
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For all parameter combinations: 
 

 
 

3. cstacks: this step creates a catalog of SNPs from your best individuals (those with the highest 
quality sequence data).  
 
To create your catalog, you must choose individuals from the top 25% based on their mean 
coverage values. To choose the particular individuals, use the coverage, number of reads 
information in the metadata sheet you collected in the last step. 
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Your catalog text file will look like:  
 

 
 

Optimizing n: For this optimization, you will only be running multiple n values for m3M2. The 
rest of the folder (m1M2, m2M2, etc.) you will only be running n=0. This is so that you can 
properly compare n values without other variables affecting the resulting metadata you will 
collect.  
 
Optional: To save some time, you can copy folder m3M2 and create folders m3M2n0, m3M2n1, 
m3M2n2, m3M2n3, m3M2n4. This will allow you to run multiple n values for the m3M2 
database for optimization.  

 
All the combinations you will need to run (already listed in your metadata database): 

m M n 
1 2 0 
2 2 0 
3 2 0 
3 2 1 
3 2 2 
3 2 3 
3 2 4 
3 1 0 
3 3 0 
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Output data will be put into the directory you are working. A log file will also be created in 
which it summarizes the number of loci created. Note that information into your metadata Excel 
file as follows: 
 
At the end of the log file: 

 
 
 
Your metadata database: 

 
 

4. sstacks à gstacks: In the next several steps, you are comparing each individual against the 
catalog in order to genotype each individual. 
There is no optimization in these steps and therefore, you can run all these steps together in one 
code.  
 
Run as follows for each combination thus far (see in cstacks).  

 
 
You will need to modify the example code for the appropriate folder (e.g., combination you are 
running) and your population map file name. 
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5. populations: creates the resulting genotype file for all individuals.  
 
Optimizing r:  
For all combinations listed in step 4 (cstacks) you need to run populations with the values 0.8, 
0.6, and 0.4 (must run separately, and create new folders (e.g., pop 0.6) to move files into, 
otherwise you will overwrite the outputs) 
 

 
 
Want to make sure that you output a genepop file and a vcf file! Note that the outputs will be 
generic – you will need to rename manually to be descriptive.  
 

 
 

There will also be a populations.log file that you will need to access for your metadata 
information. The number of variant sites, this is at the end of the log file) is your number of 
SNPs: 
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In your metadata Excel file, copy the final number of SNPs.  
 

 
 
 
 

From here go to page 18 to choosing your optimal parameters. 
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Reference Genome Pipeline 
 
1. Reference Genome: If you know that a reference genome exists for your species and need to 
obtain the actual sequence data, you can visit the following page to search for it and download it: 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/gdv/ or https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/ 
 

 
 
You will click on “Download sequence in FASTA format for genome” to download the actual 
sequence data necessary.  
 
2. Index Reference Genome using software Bowtie with the following code: 

bwa index Koala_Genome.fna  [change the file type manually from .fasta to .fna] 
bwa aln 
bwa sampe 

 
You will have 5 output files from this process which you will need in order to align your 
sequence data to the reference genome: 

 
 
3. Align Sequence Data to Reference Genome: You should have already run process_radtags 
with your sequence data. If you haven’t, go back to page 7 and then come back to this step.  
 
Align output files from process_radtags to reference genome using the following code for an 
individual: 
 

bwa mem -M ../genome/Koala_Genome.fna ../cleaned/Koala_123.1.fq.gz 
../cleaned/Koala_123.2.fq.gz | 
 samtools view -h -b -S| 
 samtools sort > ./alignments.bwa/Koala_123.bam 

 
4. sstacks à gstacks: In the next several steps, you are comparing each individual against the 
catalog in order to genotype each individual. 
There is no optimization in these steps and therefore, you can run all these steps together in one 
code.  
Run as follows for each combination thus far (see in cstacks).  
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You will need to modify the example code for the appropriate folder (e.g., combination you are 
running) and your population map file name. 
 
5. populations: creates the resulting genotype file for all individuals.  
 
For all combinations listed in step 4 (cstacks) you need to run populations to optimize parameter 
-r : 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4 (must run separately, and create new folders (e.g., pop 0.6) to move files 
into, otherwise you will overwrite the outputs) 
 

 
 
You want to make sure that you output a genepop file and a vcf file! Note that the outputs will be 
generic – you will need to rename manually to be descriptive.  
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There will also be a populations.log file that you will need to access for your metadata 
information. The number of variant sites is your number of SNPs: 
 
 
In your metadata excel file, copy the final number of SNPs.  

 
 

From here go to page 18 to choosing your optimal parameters.  
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Choosing Your Optimal Parameters 

 
Now that you have run all the steps and optimization, you will need to determine what  
parameters are optimal. 
 
You should have a metadata Excel file that is filled out as follows: 

 
 
To choose the following parameters, you will be plotting the variable against the output 
information you have collected in your metadata database as follows. 
 
Choosing m and M: you will choose the combination of m and M that increase your mean 
coverage and number of reads.  
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Choosing n: you will choose the value of n the N of loci in your catalog. 

 
 

 
Choosing r: you will choose the value of r where 
your number of loci is the highest. 
 
 
 In this case, you would choose r = 0.40 as the 
other values give you very few SNPs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only if necessary: Run your optimal parameters through the program.  
You may get a combination of optimal parameters that you have not run (For example, m = 3, 
M= 3 , n =0, r =0.6). In that case, you will need to rerun the pipeline to match your optimal 
parameters. Follow the steps above and modify your code accordingly. 
 
Output out of Stacks:  
You should have 3 output files that you will use from here on out: 

a) Genepop file  
b) VCF file: you will use this in the next step for filtering.  
c) A list of individuals in your analyses (this could be your 

population map, but you may remove individuals 
through your filtering) 

 
 

Continue on the next page to format your files to calculate allele sharing between pairs of 
individuals. 
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Prepare Genepop File for Allele-Sharing Program 
 

I. Remove individuals with high missing data  
 
Input file: The ‘populations.snps.vcf’ file from populations. You can rename this file manually to 
something more descriptive such as “FennecFox.vcf” 
 
To remove individuals with high missing data, which are not informative or useful, we will use 
the program VCFTOOLS. It allows you to filter through large genotype datasets easily. This 
would be impossible to do manually in Excel or a text edit program.  
 
Code to use:    

vcftools --vcf populations.snps.vcf --missing-indv 
 

This code will output a text file with proportion of missing data for each individual. Copy and 
paste into Excel: 

 
 

Sort the missing data column: 

 
Choose a cut-off for missing data (ideally: 20% missing data, realistic example: 50% missing 
data, a high cut-off would be upwards of 75% missing data).  
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Remove those individuals with missing data that exceeds your threshold from the genepop file. 
You can do this manually in a text-edit program (such as TextWrangler) fairly easily by 
removing the entire row (i.e., individual) from the genepop file. 
 

 
 

If you have any duplicate individuals, you will also want to remove the duplicate with the higher 
missing data value. Remove these the same way. 

 
II. Remove header from genepop file 
The allele-sharing program cannot take a genepop file with a header, so you will need to 
manually remove this header the same way you removed individuals with high missing data. 
 

 
 

Final genepop file should look like this (without a header): 
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Allele-Sharing Program (CASC) 
 

Input file: Prepared genepop file 
If you have not prepared your genepop file, go back to page 20. It should look like this: 
 

 
 
Steps 
1. Upload your genepop file  
2. Take note of the information populated by the genepop upload 

Number of individuals 
Number of loci 

3. Input: 
# loci to subsample = 1000 
 # iterations = 1000 
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Output files:  
Note that there will be 4 output text files with generic names (as seen below). Be sure to save 
these with descriptive names so that you can refer back to them later.  
 

 
 
Allele-sharing matrix (ASmatrix): contains the pairwise allele-sharing coefficient matrices that 
you will use in the following steps.  
 

 
 

Number of alleles matrix (Nmatrix): contains the raw number of alleles shared between two 
individuals. You will not use in further analyses, but can be important in evaluating if there are 
any problems with your dataset (ex: batch effects, removing poor samples, etc.) 
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Variance matrix (VARmatrix): contains the variance associated with the allele-sharing 
coefficient values. Also will not be used in further analyses, but important in quality control and 
evaluation if there are any analytical issues.  

 

 
 

Summary matrix (summary): contains pairwise allele-sharing coefficient values, number of 
alleles shared, and variance of allele-sharing coefficients. Also will not be used in further 
analyses, but important in quality control and evaluation if there are any analytical issues. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Congrats! You now have allele-sharing values!! 
To now incorporate these allele-sharing values into your pedigree go to X. 

 
 


